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Foreword

The Boston Public Library is pleased to present in book

form the seventh Maury A. Bromsen Lecture in Humanistic

Bibliography.

It is most appropriate that the first overseas lecturer in this

series be Dr. Herman Liebaers who is regarded by many of

his peers as the greatest living humanistic librarian. The scroll

presented to Dr. Liebaers when he was made Honorary Presi-

dent (1974) of the International Federation of Library Asso-

ciations justly stated: "No one in our time has so forcefully

projected the importance of libraries ..."

Born in Tienen, Belgium, he served in various librarian

capacities in the Royal Library of Belgium before being ap-

pointed Chief Librarian (Conservateur en chef) of the Royal

Library ofBelgium in 1956, a post he held for seventeen years

with legendary distinction until 1973. The King named him
Grand Marshal of the Royal Court the following year.

Dr. Liebaers was in large measure responsible for the archi-

tectural and technical design of the new building of the insti-

tution, the Royal Library Albert I, inaugurated with inter-

national acclaim in 1969. Among his important achievements
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was the creation within the Royal Library of an autonomous

center for scientific and technological documentation; he also

established therein the Archives et Musee de la Litterature,

which enjoys its own independence.

Dr. Liebaers was a moving force since 1955 of the Interna-

tional Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) and served

with memorable distinction as its President for two terms,

i97°- I 974-

A catalyst of a large number of publications, he encouraged

the publication and wrote introductions for many of the exhi-

bition catalogues of the Royal Library, such as Exposition

Thierry Martens (1950), Miniatures medievales de la Librairie de

Borgogne (1959), Tapisseries Jiamandes du XI

V

e au XVIIIe
siecle

( 1 960) , and Thomas a Kempis et la Devotion Moderne ( 1 97 1
) . His

doctoral thesis, Helene Swartha Zjiidnerderlandse jaren ( 1 964)

,

was published by the Royal Flemish Academy of Language

and Literature. More recent works include a revised and en-

larged edition of C. V. Penna's The Planning of Library and

Documentation Services (1970) and Book Promotion through Li-

braries (1973).

This lecture is to be included as the text of chapter five of

Dr. Liebaers' forthcoming autobiography, Mostly in the Line

of Duty— Thirty Tears with Books published by Martinus Nij-

hoff Publishers BV, The Hague, Boston, London.

Philip J. McNiff
DIRECTOR AND LIBRARIAN
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Small Talk about Great Books

THERE DOES NOT SEEM TO BE much inside in-

formation available on the present-day collection building in

public institutions, except of course on the much publicized

bulk transfers of famous private collections. I have been ac-

tively involved for nearly twenty years in that process of col-

lection building at the Royal Library in Brussels, and, now
that I begin to look back at my active and responsible years

in the library world, I thought that it might be worthwhile

to write down the petite histoire (the small talk) of my own
experience in this field.

I first thought of taking the various items in their chrono-

logical sequence of acquisition, but this proved to be impos-

sible, one type of a book or document bringing a similar one

to my mind. I had, however, no second thoughts about it,

because a chronological listing had in itselfno logic, and since

logic has not much to do with the subject under considera-

tion, I forgot about it. Nearly all the books or documents

about which I shall talk here are described in detail, biblio-

graphically and historically, in two exhibition catalogues

covering respectively the years 195410 1969 and 1969 to 1973.

Some major books auctioned during these years are not listed

in these two catalogues because we missed them, but some
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stories can be linked to them too. I would call them negative

acquisitions, because the empty spaces on the shelves are still

visible to those who were involved. If an accession brings

happiness, a failure to acquire leaves you with sadness. In

both cases, however, time brings the right balance.

Early in my acquisitions activity an unknown Flemish

manuscript appeared on the market, the Llangattock Hours.

Bob Delaisse, a librarian of the Manuscript Room, came to

see me with great excitement: this is a manuscript which

could be related to the van Eyck brothers; it is of the highest

artistic quality and never would the opportunity to acquire

such a masterpiece present itself again. I was easily convinced

of the quality, but the price? The dealer, H. P. Kraus from

New York, asked $200,000 for it. At the time, this was a price

never heard of and I was scared to death. After a sleepless

night I decided to ask the advice of the principal private

secretary to the King, because a normal call on the respon-

sible cabinet member would not yield the special grant which

was needed to be able to buy the book. The reaction was so

positive that I decided to ask for the book on approval. Great

was the excitement when it arrived. In the meanwhile we had

gathered more information. The book had been found in a

silver chest from the estate of the second baron Llangattock,

it was offered for sale in London at a Christie's auction in

1958 and Marlborough, dealers in modern paintings, had

bought it for ^32,000. A couple of years later H. P. Kraus

acquired it from Marlborough for twenty percent more.

Christie's catalogue described it as Ghent around 1450. It

appeared in Kraus catalogue number 100, where thirteen of

the fourteen miniatures were reproduced. In the meanwhile

Rosy Schilling had published an extensive study in the Wall-

rqf Richartz Jahrbuch.

Besides the esthetic quality of the illumination, it had other

unusual features: larger than normal size for a book of hours,
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extremely fine handwriting on pristine vellum, and a signed

contemporary binding by Lievin Stuvaert. The book was

carefully examined in the Manuscript Room and shown to

a few connoisseurs. Then came the moment to conclude. We
were three: Bob Delaisse, a young librarian, Francois Masai,

the experienced curator of the Manuscript Room, and I. It

was a most dramatic discussion which lasted for hours—Bob

Delaisse pleading, Francois Masai resisting, and I trying to

be as neutral as possible, but actually wanting to support

Bob Delaisse. Finally we came to the conclusion that I would

inform the dealer that we were interested in the book, but

that we were not convinced by his arguments supporting such

a high price. As a result he decided to ask a well-known

American art historian, Harry Bober, to come over to Brussels

and to have with us a scholarly session on the merits of the

recently discovered manuscript. Bob Delaisse and I knew

Harry Bober well personally, and he also knew the Royal

Library well, because he had spent several months there,

before World War II, working on its collection of Flemish

manuscripts, and he had remained in contact with my pre-

decessor, the late Frederic Lyna, an authority on Flemish

miniatures.

The session with Harry Bober was no less dramatic than

the first one. Going over the same pro's and con's again,

emphasizing them according to the various points of view.

After Harry Bober had gone back to New York, where he was

teaching at the Graduate School in art history of New York

University, the three of us sat together again, each one of us

sticking to his previous attitude. I suspected at the time that

Francois Masai, whose background was completely imbued

by Latin civilization, was unconsciously reluctant to argu-

ments which were either written or presented in English and

which were bearing on observations outside the scope of his

personal interest. Finally we decided not to buy the manu-
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script and this was certainly a mistake. I paid a second visit

to the principal private secretary to the King to thank him

for his support and to explain to him why we came to a nega-

tive conclusion. I was not very proud, but he understood our

reasons. I had established as a rule in the Library that for

major acquisitions the decisions should be taken unanimously.

As compared to the national museums of our country we had

no outside acquisitions committee and we were (and still are)

convinced that this was an enormous advantage. The price

we were willing to pay for this privilege was unanimity in the

decision in order to avoid dissenting views being voiced out-

side the house. Even with the Llangattock Hours gone, no-

body saw any reason to change this self-imposed rule which

allowed us to mind our own business. After many years I

heard vaguely that the German collector who had bought

the book after we had returned it sold it back to H. P. Kraus

who put it again on the market. Since I still felt like a cheated

lover. I decided to stay out of the way. Late information tells

me that the same German collector bought it again and in-

cluded it in the collection which he presented recently to the

city of Cologne.

Actually the first important book the Library bought after

I was in charge was four years before the acquisition of the

Llangattock Hours. It was sold to us by the same H. P. Kraus

and was another book ofhours, the Cleves Hours. The story is,

however, not simple again. Bob Delaisse had located in a

Kraus catalogue a Flemish book of hours, which came from

the Arenberg collection. I need to make a digression before

I come back to the Cleves Hours and refer to the Arenberg

collection. It so happened that this world-famous collection,

centered on Belgian books, began to be dispersed a couple of

years before I entered the book business (because a librarian

who buys enters the book business whether he likes it or not).

This dispersal marked repeatedly and fundamentally my pro-
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Philip of Cleves and his guardian angel, from the Cleves
Hours, c. 1485.
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fessional interest. The major curse, not to me but to my Li-

brary, was the actual act of dispersal. As a young librarian

in Brussels, I had heard that the Arenberg family, of German
origin but settled for many generations in Belgium, had de-

cided shortly before World War I to present their library to

the Nation. Unfortunately the war came and through one or

another bureaucratic decision the Arenberg possessions were

considered as alien property. After the war the family did not

want to have any relations with the Belgian government, and

the collection was shipped out of the country and began wan-

dering through Europe. I never had the courage to check

whether this story is true or apocryphal. Anyhow, an Ameri-

can dealer bought from an heir, who had settled in Monte
Carlo, a number ofoutstanding manuscripts which he offered

in a priced catalogue in 1952. The rumour went that the

mark-up staggered the owner who sold the books and that he

decided afterwards to sell to other dealers, H. P. Kraus being

one of them.

The catalogue with the Cleves Hours had various other

Arenberg books in it, fortunately, as I would say, because the

dealer had offered us first the Arenberg Hours and not the

Cleves Hours. Bob Delaisse had become our expert on Flem-

ish manuscripts after he had applied—as his doctoral thesis

—

a new approach to manuscript documents, known as codi-

cology or archeology ofthe book, a technique ofanalyzing also

sometimes called the Brussels method, to one of the Royal Li-

brary's most prestigious manuscripts, the autograph ofThomas
a Kempis' Imitatio. After several years of hard work he or-

ganized in 1959, on the occasion of the 400th anniversary of

the founding of the first Royal Library in Brussels, one of the

Library's most successful exhibitions "Flemish Miniatures,"

which was also shown at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris

and at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. He also published

several books on the subject, among others Medieval Illumina-
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tions, in which he wrote brilliant comments on fifty of the

most glorious miniatures from the collections of the Royal

Library. He studied for two years with Erwin Panofsky at the

Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, went several times

as visiting professor to American universities, and finally left

us to become a Fellow at All Souls College, Oxford. I was

very sad to be without him, though we remained in contact.

While a soldier during the war in England, he married a

British girl, was severely injured during the landing in Nor-

mandy, and felt uneasy about the world in which he was

living. He had not been very happy in the Library and un-

fortunately was not going to be happier at Oxford. All his

dedication could not prevent him from being a deracine.

I had not much experience in buying expensive books with

public money, and, before placing the order for the Arenberg

Hours, I wanted to go in detail over the matter once more.

Finally I sent a cable, and the answer came the same day:

sold! H. P. Kraus had, however, in his catalogue another

Flemish manuscript, the Cleves Hours, also coming from the

same collection, and he had sent it immediately on approval.

It enchanted everyone concerned in the Library, and we de-

cided to buy it. The funny thing about this, my first major

acquisition for the Library, is that long after Bob Delaisse

had given a public lecture announcing the acquisition of these

Cleves Hours, Parliament approved a special grant to buy

the Arenberg Hours. The manuscript is beautiful as a pure

example of its style and has many specific features which al-

lowed our experts to date and to localize it with a high degree

of precision.

In the following minutes there will be many "my's" and "IV
which actually mean the Royal Library. This confusion is by

no means the result of a lack of modesty. In fact it expresses a
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Emperor Maximilian, from the Armorial of the Order of the
Golden Fleece.



Postage stamp, from portrait

in the Armorial of the

Order of the Golden Fleece.
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too easily accepted identification of the institution with the

person who served it. I can as well add at once that I never

bought an expensive book for myself. I purposely avoided a

conflict of interest. To satisfy a collector's mild passion I

bought from time to time an African sculpture, as remote as

possible from books.

Manuscripts are important in my whole acquisitions activity,

a fact which can be explained in different ways. One is the

uniqueness of the document, though I gladly admit that early

printed books have also very often unique features. Another

explanation would be the aggressive acquisitions policy of

the manuscript people in the Royal Library, which I was

happy to honour because I did not come from "special col-

lections" and I wanted to show that a librarian who had been

working with common books was not of necessity narrow-

minded. Actually I was the first director to expand system-

atically the museum collections of the Library after an inter-

ruption of more than half a century, although my predeces-

sors had come from "special collections."

H. P. Kraus again sold us, in 1958, a manuscript of the

Armorial of the Order of the Golden Fleece. Several copies

1
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of this book are preserved, since a manuscript was generally

written and decorated on the occasion of the installation of a

new member of the Order. Ours is a rather late one, but one

of the most beautiful of the recorded ones. It has splendid

full-length portraits of Philip the Good, Charles the Bold,

Maximilian I, Philip the Fair, and Emperor Charles V, all

grand masters of the Order. This gallery of portraits induced

the Belgian Post Office to issue a series ofstamps based on the

miniatures. It was so successful that I was able to pay H. P.

Kraus with the profit from the stamp sales.

It so happened that when this book entered our collection,

a Maximilian exhibition was being prepared by the National

Library ofVienna. They wanted to borrow from us a number
of pieces, including the Armorial of the Order of the Golden

Fleece. We sent everything, but I told them that the latter

could only be delivered the day before the opening of the ex-

hibition because it was still at the printshop of the Post Office.

I took it personally to Vienna, so I could also attend the

opening. I brought the book by diplomatic pouch to be sure

to have no trouble with the customs. I went to the Belgian

Embassy in Vienna to have the seal removed before bringing

the manuscript to the exhibition. A young diplomat was tak-

ing care of this matter and apologized that the ambassador

was not present in person. I did not care about the ambas-

sador, and to shorten the time I told the story of the postage

stamps to explain why this manuscript was late. When I men-

tioned postage stamps, the young man said: "Excuse me, I

am going to call the ambassador." I asked why, and he said:

"The ambassador is a keen stamp collector!" When H. P.

Kraus heard about the stamps, he bought several series and

mounted them as a keepsake for a reason unknown to me.

A manuscript of Statutes of the Order of the Golden Fleece

was bought a couple of years later, actually in 1961, from

Lathrop C. Harper's, also in New York. I did not buy many
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manuscripts from this house, which is the oldest rare book

dealer of the United States. I did, however, buy quite a num-
ber of exceptionally fine or rare printed books from Harper's.

The first one which I think I should mention here is a unique

copy of the Tabulae Sex of Vesalius. This is a rather roman-

tic story. Otto Ranschburg, who was on a buying trip in

Europe for Harper's, came to see me in my office and told

me that he was probably going to buy in Eastern Europe a

book which would be of the utmost interest for the collection

of the Royal Library, but he did not tell me which one. Three

weeks later, he came back and told me that he had bought a

copy of the Tabulae Sex with the enigmatic seventh plate. I

wanted to see the book immediately, but this was impossible

because it had already been mailed to New York. During the

anxious weeks of waiting, I read the literature about this

seventh plate, and discovered that Vesalius had complained

about the circulation of an unauthorized plate which had

been cut after a sketch made by a student. A nineteenth-

century bibliographer, Ludwig Choulant, medical advisor to

the court of Saxony, pretended to have seen the plate, but no

one had heard about it since. One can imagine my excitement

when the book finally arrived in a contemporary binding

which was a last proof of authenticity. For once I did not

discuss the price. The Library issued a full-scale reprint of

the seven plates, with a scholarly introduction.

I sent a copy to Yale where Cushing had based his final

bibliography of Vesalius on the library's collection, and the

answer was extremely sympathetic: your book would be Cush-

ing 11-8. I also sent a copy to O'Malley at UCLA who had

just published his excellent biography of Vesalius. It was a

first contact between us. The next one was the Eugene Baie

Prize of the Province of Antwerp which he received for the

same book. This prize was to be given, as a decision of the

Founder, to a non-Belgian who would have written the best
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book on a Belgian personality. Since I was a member of the

jury, I was present when O'Malley received the prize, and

he was eager to listen to my story of the Tabulae Septem. Un-
fortunately he was to die soon afterwards, leaving an impor-

tant work in the field of the history of medicine unfinished.

Soon after his death I saw in the new library ofUCLA all his

material which was still kept together.

The separate purchase of two important manuscripts is

linked in my mind. The widow of a well-known Belgian col-

lector came to see me with the suggestion that the Library

might buy one of her husband's most prestigious manuscripts,

L'Horloge de Sapience, by Henric Suso. Many handwritten

versions of this text, originally written in German, survive in

different languages, but this one is certainly the most beauti-

ful with its thirty-seven large-size miniatures of the French

school of the middle of the fifteenth century. I had several

rather unusual meetings with the lady in her bank's safe, and

the box where she hid the book was barely large enough to

contain it. At a certain moment, a Brussels dealer, Paul van

der Perre, through whom her husband had acquired it some

years earlier from one of the oldest Belgian noble families who
had decided to sell it in order to pay for the upkeep of the

castle, was in the picture. Paul van der Perre was an out-

standing connoisseur not only of books but also of prints. He
had quite a character, and he was as strong in his honesty as

in the other features of his personality. He was no social

mixer at all, and this did not make him very popular in the

trade, although he was very much appreciated by the book

collectors. With the Royal Library the relations had always

been good. Each time he offered a book for sale, we bought

it. He never would come to the Library with a book where

there might be a chance that we would not take it. There

also was never a serious discussion about the price he asked.

When I began to know Paul van der Perre, the peak of his
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Wisdom dictating to Henry Suso, from the Horologe de Sapience.

career was already passed. This has happened rather often to

me with outstanding people. For a long time he was the only

dealer to organize book auctions of international standing in

Brussels. In the case of the Horloge de Sapience, however, he

dropped out ofthe deal, for a reason which I do not remember.

When I decided to buy, she asked if I could pay the agreed

price directly to her son, for tax purposes I imagine. When I

met the son, he confessed to me that he also was a collector

and that with the money from the manuscript he was going

to add substantially to his collection of leaden soldiers. The
day after I concluded the purchase ofthe Horloge de Sapience

I went to London with a colleague from the Manuscript

Room to try to buy a French manuscript, written at Tournai

in about 1351, by Gilles Li Muisis, Oeuvres Poetiques.
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Page from a manuscript of the Oeuvres poetiques by Gilles

Li Muisis

The auction sale was to be held next morning at Sotheby's,

and since H. P. Kraus had shown interest in this manuscript

we had agreed that he would bid for us. Upon our arrival in

London, the evening before the sale, H. P. Kraus invited us

to his Ritz suite, while we were staying in a hotel which was

not precisely shabby. While we were waiting for our double

whiskies, H. P. Kraus received telephone calls from all over
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the world, but I am not sure they were all orders. My young

colleague was even less at ease than I was and warned me
that our host was trying to get us drunk. I did not see why he

would try to do this because we were partners, and I offered

myself another drink to kill my excitement over the forth-

coming sale. Next morning we were one hour in advance at

the sales room, while H. P. Kraus made his grand entry just

a few minutes before 1 1 a.m. Our manuscript was number
1 12, and we were anxiously sitting behind our dealer. It was

the first time (and, for that matter, the last time) that I at-

tended an auction sale. Everything went so fast, and when
number 1 1 2 was knocked down I did not know whether we
had it or not. H. P. Kraus whispered to us that we had it.

After the sale which covered the third part of the Dyson

Perrins collection, Anthony Hobson of Sotheby's offered a

luncheon, which gave me ample time to show to H. P. Kraus

photographs of the Horloge de Sapience which I had just

bought. His comments were rather unexpected: "I do not

know how much you paid for it, but I offer you twice as

much."

I must admit that I had commented on the photographs in

his own style. Something like: this is French art of the highest

quality ever to be seen. French artists are well known for their

altarpieces, panel paintings, or even monumental frescos, but

these miniatures surpass everything French that has been of-

fered to the world. Imagine these thirty-seven large-size min-

iatures put together! French art would be poorer without

them. And their condition of preservation: mint. Who could

not be moved by their bright, rich colours and forceful figures,

not to mention the iconographical originality of an incredibly

high number of details. Pure wonder. Nothing else but one of

the most famous of the French cathedrals could be compared

with this book. Those familiar with this type of masterpiece

will find it breathtaking.
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H. P. Kraus never understood, or pretended that he never

understood, that I was not buying with my own money but

with public money. Many public institutions in the United

States are in fact privately owned, which gives their directors

a freedom of action which government-ruled institutions do

not have. Since H. P. Kraus had a European background,

he should have known better. Actually I am convinced that

he knew it, but it was all to his advantage to ignore my finan-

cial problems. My years of active purchasing coincided with

H. P. Kraus's domination ofthe rare book trade. Over all these

years I saw him acting as the unchallenged leader in the field,

which he actually was. These were also the years that insti-

tutional budgets in Europe as well as in the United States

and apparently private budgets also were steadily growing,

and H. P. Kraus took advantage of this favourable situation.

Books which had remained relatively cheap as compared to

other works of art became expensive and soon very expensive.

H. P. Kraus had a major influence on this trend. That he was

thinking in another ordre de grandeur, in another dimension

than we did, can be exemplified by the following story. He
had bought from the Heverlee Castle of the Arenbergs, near

Louvain, three large paintings by Jean-Baptiste Bonnecroy

giving bird's-eye views of Antwerp, Brussels, and Amsterdam

in the middle of the seventeenth century. He showed them

to a group of Belgian VIPs visiting his elegant bookshop at

1 6 East Forty-sixth Street. One of the visitors was interested

in the purchase of the view of Brussels, and they agreed on

the price. When my good countryman was back home he

realized that while he was taking the figure quoted to be in

Belgian francs, H. P. Kraus was quoting the price in U. S.

dollars! At the time, the American dollar was still at fifty

Belgian francs.

I had to live with H. P. Kraus. I visited him many times

in New York, looking always at tempting books, but most of
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the time killed by their price. When I wanted a particular

book which I found one year later still in his safe, he had

raised the price. After so many years I still do not know if he

is a connoisseur in the sense that Paul van der Perre was or

Otto Ranschburg is. These people knew the commercial value

of the books they offered for sale, and they never gave them

away at low prices, but with H. P. Kraus I always had the

feeling that big business came first and that he wanted his

customers to understand it that way. Since through him quite

a number of outstanding books enriched the national patri-

monium of Belgium, I guess I have to be grateful. If I could

leave it at that, I certainly would. But he bought two manu-

scripts against me which are still heavy on my stomach, as we
say in Flemish. For the first one I am sure he knew he was

bidding against the Royal Library; for the second one I am
not so sure. The story of the second one will be the one to be

told at the end of this lecture.

The first one was a manuscript which came originally from

the library of the Dukes of Burgundy. It is public knowledge

that this library is the core of the Manuscript Room in Brus-

sels, with two hundred manuscripts still preserved out of the

nine hundred mentioned in a fifteenth-century catalogue.

About one hundred are scattered over various libraries in

Europe and in the United States. The rest has mostly been

destroyed by five centuries of war in this part of Europe. So

when a manuscript from this famed library comes up for sale,

it is quite an event. I was lucky enough to buy, in i960, at

Hotel Drouot in Paris a Life of Christ coming from this li-

brary. This book is one ofthe purest examples of a Burgundian

princely book as regards size, bastarda handwriting, and min-

iatures from the best Flemish school, attributed to Loiset

Liedet.

In 1968 another manuscript from the same library turned

up in a Sotheby catalogue, a Speculum Historiale by Vin-
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Miniature attributed to Loiset Liedet, from a Life of Christ.

cent de Beauvais which had belonged to Charles V, the Duke
of Berry, and the Dukes of Burgundy and had finally landed

in the well-known Chester Beatty Library in Dublin. This

sale coincided with the preparation of the inauguration of the

new library building in Brussels. I went to see the prime

minister and asked him if he would not be willing to allow

us to buy that manuscript as a present of the government on
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the occasion of the dedication of the new library. The cabinet

agreed and I was allowed to go somewhat beyond the esti-

mated price. This grant was accepted very gratefully. At the

sale the book went much higher than the estimation. We
could not afford it, and it was bought by an unknown bidder.

A couple of years later it turned up in a Kraus catalogue.

It is now in Paris at the Bibliotheque Nationale.

The Library did, however, not lose the whole amount of

the special government grant. It so happened that Harper's

had just acquired a pristine copy of Maximilian's Prayer Book,

one often copies printed on vellum. They sold it to the Royal

Library, and the importance of the book was fitting to the

special occasion. When this gift of the government was an-

nounced, quite a number of foreign and domestic institutions

and individuals followed the good example. They are listed

in the booklet Inauguration de la Bibiotheque Royale Albert Ier par

S.M. le Roi. Among these gifts I would like to single out is a bi-

lingual (French and Dutch) edition of Reynard the Fox printed

by Plantin in Antwerp in 1566 and offered by Count Guil-

laume de Hemricourt de Grunne. (The latter is undeservedly

blamed in Belgium for having sold to the Cloisters in New
York the Van der Weyden triptych.)

Since I have already mentioned two or three times Lathrop

C. Harper's, I must add a rather unusual footnote to this

name. The current president of the corporation which runs

the firm is E. Clark Stillman, my oldest American friend. I

knew him through the Belgian American Educational Foun-

dation. Early in the sixties, a basic mistake by some of the

trustees of the Foundation plunged the institution into a deep

crisis and forced Clark Stillman out of his job. Over the years

he had developed an outstanding collection of African art

and of early Belgian books. He was well known to Lathrop C.

Harper's. When Harper's was sold out to the University of

Indiana, he was instrumental in recovering part of the stock
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and keeping the business going. So he stepped into the book

business while I stepped out of it.

This Clark Stillman intermezzo allows me to focus some

major acquisitions on persons who were involved in them. It

allows me further to state explicitly that books are much closer

to people than most of us believe, even when day after day

brings proof of it.

In 1962 Mrs. Louis Solvay decided to give her outstanding

collection to the Royal Library, retaining, however, life-long

interest in it. The name Solvay stands for an industrial em-

pire of Belgian origin founded by the grandfather of Louis

Solvay. Gifts to public institutions are rather exceptional in

Belgium. As compared to the situation in the United States,

there is hardly any fiscal incentive although some legislative

improvement was started in 1966. Mrs. Solvay's library is

undoubtedly the most important single enrichment which

was bestowed upon the Royal Library. I remember vividly

my visit to the notary who had to read loudly the name of

the author and the title of the nearly thirteen hundred books

in order to make the gift legal. After a few minutes he had

reached the stage where he paused after the author's name
which led to rather hilarious combinations oftitles and authors,

as for instance,/ Venise, seuil des eaux, FrancisJammes/ Mafille

Bernadette, James Joyce /Ulysse, Valery/ Du cote de chez Swann,

MussetjLes nuits, Pierre Louys /Chansons de Bilitis, Ambroise

VoMard /Rien que la terre, Dostoievsky/L^ Freres Karamazoff,

Poe

/

'Histoires extraordinaires, Rene Boylesve/. . . . When all

documents were signed I had the honour and the privilege to

present Mrs. Solvay with a Belgian decoration, the first time

I had ever performed such a function. I was completely un-

able to pin it decently on her breast and she finally said to me
that I was better with books than with women.

Franz Schauwers, curator of Rare Books, was present, and

this was the most rewarding moment of his long career at the
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Max Elskamp's study reconstructed in the Royal Albert I

Library, Brussels.

Royal Library. Actually he was solely responsible for this gift

because Mrs. Solvay appreciated him very much and trusted

him completely. He was a modest and shy man and never

mentioned his relations with Mrs. Solvay before the gift. The
friendship which had developed between them was full of

books. Franz Schauwers died after he had completed the

volume of the catalogue of the Solvay collection on old books.

The collection is now covered in three volumes: old books,

literary documents, and modern books.

The collection is kept in specially designed rooms, the dec-
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oration of which matches the contents of the books. They are

adjacent to another specially designed room for the Max Els-

kamp and Henry van de Velde collections. This brings an-

other pleasant recollection to my mind.

In 1932, long before I had any responsibility in the Li-

brary, a part of the Max Elskamp estate came to this insti-

tution: his printshop and some memorabilia. Max Elskamp

was an outstanding poet, a folklorist, a designer, a printer,

and foremost a life-long friend of Henry van de Velde. More
than thirty years after Max Elskamp' s gift, the Library was

happy to add the extensive Henry van de Velde archives.

This happened through the generosity of his son Thyl, and it

also represented for me one of my dearest professional satis-

factions. Immediately after Henry van de Velde's death in

1957 in Oberageri, Switzerland, I paid a visit to the director

of the Library of the Federal Polytechnicum at Zurich where

van de Velde's papers had been on deposit for some years.

The purpose of my visit was to ask permission to make a

microfilm of these papers which were of the utmost impor-

tance from a national point of view, Belgium having been

central to the European Art Nouveau movement and Henry

van de Velde himself having been a key figure in it. Though
I knew the director personally, he felt that he could not grant

permission to microfilm the documents. I was very much dis-

appointed. A couple of years later I received the visit of Thyl

van de Velde, who informed me about the death of his sister.

He told me that he was not happy with the archives of his

father in Zurich and wondered if I would not like to accept

them on behalf of the Royal Library. What a proposal: the

originals instead of a poor microfilm! The five thousand items

of the lot were promptly shipped to Brussels and then began

a long and difficult work of identification and classification.

After many months this was brought to a good end. Henry

van de Velde appears from this vast amount of documentary
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evidence as a leading European intellectual who considered

himself first as an architect and then, in decreasing order of

importance, as a designer, a painter, and an author. Based on

these archives, A. M. Hammacher published a new book on

Henry van de Velde, the basic feature ofwhich is a very posi-

tive reevaluation of the pictorial part of his work.

Joining these two gifts in an Art Nouveau setting in the

new library was a real feast. Thyl van de Velde added a small

but important gift when the room was dedicated: a sketch by

his father of Max Elskamp. I can also add a footnote which

is unknown to Henry van de Velde's son: among the papers

of his father were three hundred letters from Frans Masereel.

The latter added the three hundred letters from van de Velde.

Other letters in the collection are by T.J. Cobden Sanderson,

Edward Gordon Craig, Maurice Denis,James Ensor, Elisabeth

Forster-Nietzsche, Andre Gide, Walther Gropius,JeanJaures,

Harry Kessler, Annette Kolbe, Jules Laforgue, Aristide Mail-

lol, Stephane Mallarme,Julius Meier- Graefe, William Morris,

Edward Munch, Paul Signac, Stefan Zweig, etc.

I can as well go on here with enumerating the other special

rooms which were dedicated on the occasion of the opening of

the new library building. All these rooms correspond to im-

portant gifts. The first one houses, in an eighteenth-century

decor, an important Voltaire collection. It was presented by

Count de Launoit on the occasion of the laying of the corner-

stone of the new building in 1954. At the time, the president

of the board of trustees was a Jesuit, and it was rather pleas-

ant to listen to his address of acceptance of the Voltaire col-

lection. This collection has been heavily used for Theodore

Besterman's correspondence and works of Voltaire. The next

room is a faithful reproduction of Michel de Ghelderode's

workshop. Many words have been used to describe the world

in which Michel de Ghelderode lived and which is reflected

in his books. When one looks at his workshop, with its paint-
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Michel de Ghelderode's study reconstructed in the Royal

Albert I Library, Brussels.

ings, art objects, and artifacts, one would consider the de-

scription of realisme fantastique to be the least unsatisfactory.

The reproduction of his workshop, with the genuine contents,

was actually a repetition of what happened in 1930 when
Marthe Verhaeren offered to the Library her husband's,

Emile's, workshop exactly as it had been at his death at St.

Cloud with all the manuscripts which were still in her pos-

session and a small but unique collection of works of art by

Sisley, Kees van Dongen, James Ensor, and, foremost, Van
Lerberghe.
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Emile Verhaeren's study reconstructed in the Royal Albert I

Library, Brussels.

Emile Verhaeren, Max Elskamp, Henry van de Velde, and

Michel de Ghelderode are of course all Belgian artists, but

their international stature is generally recognized. This is the

reason why it is pleasant to report that other gifts will be

housed in rooms which still have to be designed, among them

Georges Rodenbach, with the autograph manuscript ofBruges

la Morte. After I had left the Library, it recovered Paul Del-

vaux' literary map of Belgium which he had painted for the

Brussels World Fair in 1958. These names are a kind of sym-

bol of the whole policy of a national library of a small coun-
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try. It has to be devoted first and foremost to those artists

and scholars who broaden the national horizons through their

talents and achievements.

Though I mentioned already that gifts to official institutions

are rather rare in Belgium, I still would like to record some

of them because they allow me to make some general com-

ments. The main point in this connection is the quality of

the relations with private collectors. When one is ruled by

bureaucrats, the protection of the quality of these relations

is of daily concern. I was very unfortunate with the bureau-

crats of the government, but I was extremely fortunate with

the private collectors of the Societe des Bibliophiles et Icono-

philes de Belgique.

It started in a rather unusual way. Auguste Lambiotte re-

vived the Societe in 1954, and he invited me to a dinner party

on the occasion ofmy appointment as director of the Library.

Bibliophily and gastronomy have always been good friends.

The other guest of honour was General Willems, the former

president, who had ruined himself by publishing for its mem-
bers outstanding facsimiles at a time when such reproductions

were not yet fashionable and who had retired from the So-

ciete long before. He was an elderly general, rather deaf, and

we were sitting opposite one another. It was the first time that

we met. At the soup course he shouted ratherly loudly to me

—

and I am going to quote it in French in the hope that it will

sound nicer: "Votre predecesseur etait un imbecile." I think

my face turned as red as my tomato soup, and before I could

answer something he himself gave the explanation: "Parce

que c'etait un numismate," actually blaming my predecessor

for the fact that he was a numismatist and not a book col-

lector. I felt a bit relieved, and Auguste Lambiotte, who was

going to prove to be an excellent president said: "That's an

original way to start talking about books instead of speaking

about coins."
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In their wills both presidents, General Willems and Auguste

Lambiotte, have not been very generous to the Library, but

indirectly the collections have benefitted from their interest.

The collection of General Willems was centered on medieval

and Renaissance civilization in our part of Western Europe,

while that of Auguste Lambiotte was purely French, mainly

from the seventeenth century onwards. Many years after the

general's death, actually on the occasion ofthe dedication ofthe

new building, some heirs presented their part of the original

collection, and this meant a substantial number of Flemish

manuscripts and incunabula. During his lifetime, Auguste

Lambiotte had given to the Library his outstanding collec-

tion of documents which related to the Commune of Paris,

because it did not fit into his main collection of French litera-

ture. He himself had inherited this collection from his father-

in-law, the first socialist senator for his constituency at Bruges.

I always have thought, without the slightest proof, however,

that the senator who was a wealthy brewer bought himself a

good socialist conscience with a collection about the Parisian

revolution of 187 1. When Auguste Lambiotte gave us the col-

lection, he even added an amount of money to complete it.

Till his death he renewed this amount regularly, and the

result is the best collection outside France about this partic-

ular event. This was proven by the centenary exhibition which

was shown in the Library and which went afterwards to the

Library of Foreign Literature in Moscow. One word about

the latter. At the end of the morning of the opening day, the

exhibition was ready and we all went out for lunch, the for-

mal opening being scheduled for 3 p.m. When we came back,

I saw some empty spaces. Portraits of freemasons and op-

ponents to the Commune had been taken away during the

zakuski. It should be a tribute to objectivity to add that the

Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris did not feel the need to com-

memorate the centenary of the Commune, which led a num-

ber of leading French journalists to write that if the inhabit-
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ants of Paris wanted to know what happened in their city a

hundred years ago, they should go to Brussels.

Before I took over, a member of the Societe des Bibliophiles

et Iconophiles de Belgique had given in 1953 a first choice of

twenty books from his collection to the Library. Among them

was a copy of Baudelaire's Fleurs du Mai, first edition, with

important autograph letters. This formula of a limited choice

has many advantages, both from the point of view of the

donor and of the recipient. It was repeated in 1965 by another

member, and it allowed the Library to acquire, among other

treasures, a pristine copy ofthe 1481 Dante with pasted-in en-

gravings by Botticelli. They were both good friends of Franz

Schauwers.

For me the name of Franz Schauwers will not only remain

linked to the outstanding collectors I have already mentioned,

but also to an unknown person who happened to be the owner

of an unpretentious booklet, called LOuverture de Cuisine. It

was written by Lancelot de Casteau, "Maistre Cuisinier de

trois princes-eveques de Liege," in the sixteenth century and

was printed in the same city by Leonard Streel in 1604. In

the nineteenth century this book was considered by the bib-

liographers as lost forever. And then there came in 1958 to

Franz Schauwers' office a tiny man with a copy, which, I

think, he found in his attic or in an inheritance. I knew

nothing about it until Franz Schauwers came to see me a few

weeks later with the invoice and the following story: The

man, whose name is lost forever, wanted indeed to sell his

Ouverture de Cuisine, and Franz Schauwers told him: "I have

been following rather closely the book market of Belgian

items for a quarter of a century, and I have never encount-

ered this small book. So it must be rather rare. In conse-

quence I offer you three thousand Belgian francs instead of

three hundred which would be the normal price." The owner

agreed, but did not leave the room. When Franz Schauwers
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asked why he was still standing there, he said that he wanted

his money immediately. Franz, knowing that it would take

the government at least six months to pay the poor fellow,

wrote a personal check to him, thinking that he would easily

recover the amount from me. The man had hardly left his

office when a book collector from Liege came in. They looked

at this unambitious livre de cuisine, and the collector said,

"But this is exactly the book that my journalist friend has

been looking for for many years." To make a long story short,

a paper about the book was published in a leading daily

newspaper, and two days later the owner of the book came
back to Franz Schauwers with a clipping from the paper. He
was angry and said to my friend Franz: "Look at this article,

you cheated me, it is not three thousand francs which you

should have offered, but thirty thousand, and I want my
book back." Franz answered timidly: "But the property of

the state is inalienable." "Words," said the other fellow, "you

bought it with your own money and here is your check. I

refuse this charity." And indeed he threw the check on the

desk, and since Franz stubbornly refused to return the book,

he slammed the door cursing the Library and the Belgian

government. In the meanwhile Franz had sent in the papers

to recover his expenses and decided to tell me the whole story.

We had a good laugh, and we still keep this unique copy of

a book for which we finally did not pay. Our price was prob-

ably too low, and it is not fair to buy under the price from a

person who is not a dealer. But we did it in all candour. The

whole story ended with an impressive banquet offered by the

mayor of Liege at the hotel school of the town, where the

booklet was sitting at the head of the table and where the

menu was based on the recipes from UOuverture de Cuisine.

Gifts are not always the result of old friendships between a

collector and a staff member, although the more important

ones always are. I have constantly encouraged staff members
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to go out in the world to meet people and to put their ex-

pertise at the disposal of private collectors. I think I have

been influenced as a young director by Wilhelm von Bode,

who wrote somewhere in his memoirs that while he was build-

ing the collection for his famous Museum Insel in Berlin, he

never knew who were his best curators, "those who were

never in the Museum or those who were always there." I was

lucky to have the two types of curators.

Furthermore gifts came really out of the blue. I shall al-

ways remember a modest Dutch collector from Bilthoven,

who sent me a good book from time to time, because his

wife was of Belgian origin. One day the author of a biography

of the Belgian novelist Andre Baillon came to see me and

offered to the Library all his Andre Baillon manuscripts which

he himself had received from the heirs. There was, however,

one condition: that I should accept the responsibility of the

copyright. From time to time I transferred small amounts of

money to a grandniece of Andre Baillon who was living in

Paris. Dr. van Bogaert began his numerous gifts to the Li-

brary with other manuscripts ofAndre Baillon, who had been

his patient at the Salpetriere in Paris. Later he added impor-

tant documents on the Flemish painter Rik Wouters, whose

wife had been treated by him for a nervous breakdown caused

by her husband's untimely death at the age of thirty-three in

Holland during the First World War. It should not be my
purpose to praise the qualities of Belgian artists, but in the

case of Rik Wouters, I cannot but regret that, outside his

home country, he did not reach the reputation which he

largely deserves. Dr. van Bogaert has just given his unique

Rik Wouters collection of paintings to the Antwerp Museum
ofFine Arts and his rich collection ofmanuscripts and printed

books to the Royal Library. I am sorry that I am no longer

in charge to accept it.

The most unexpected gift that fell on my desk was a series
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of Korans. A prince of Polignac, living in the south of France,

gave it to the Library in order to convert the staff and the

readers to the Muslim religion. With some hesitation I pointed

out that he could not expect too much proselytism from us,

but he was fully aware ofour position. Though the collection

did not have Kufic handwritings, some items were a real

enrichment of our rather poor Near Eastern holdings. An-

other unexpected but extremely moving gift came recently

to the Library, and so I was hardly involved in it. One day

Mr. Massuda. director of Datsun-Belgium. was introduced

to me by a senator, and he made it quite clear that he was

so happy in his country of adoption that he wanted to make
three substantial gifts: one at the local level where the plant

was operating, one at the provincial level, and one at the

national level. We easily agreed that the recipient at the na-

tional level should be the Royal Library, and he made it pos-

sible for us to buy a splendid copy of a famous Edo block

book of 1 784.

Sometimes also a gift is requested, one hopes in a diplo-

matic way. A few years ago a dealer offered for sale an early

broadside with a woodcut of a northern Italian landscape

with an oil well; the title was S*nisuYwni Its wrtus dt la zyt-

tueuse petrol*. ... I could easily convince Petrofina, the onlv

Belgian-owned oil company, to buy this unique copy of an

Antwerp imprint for the Library. In the sixteenth century

oil was useful only as a medicine, but we have oi course good

reasons to forget this modest origin.

It also can happen that an acquisition stands halfway be-

tween a gift and a purchase. One day I was introduced to a

member of one of the oldest Belgian families who had just

inherited part of his lather's estate. He wanted to sell some

incunabula which apparently had been for nearly five cen-

turies in his family. I quoted a price and he said, "Oh, no,

half of it is more than enough, that's what I need to restore
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my furniture." Let me oppose to this pleasant recollection

the worst one of all I remember. One day a finance inspector

—this is the overpowerful type of a Belgian bureaucrat

—

refused to approve the purchase of a late fifteenth-century

book of hours because . . . "You buy too many Bibles!"I

was so angry with him that I made a most stupid reply: "Ifyou

can provide me with a medieval copy of James Anderson's

Old Charges, I shall be prepared to pay any price for it!" In

the meanwhile he approved the purchase of the book of hours.

I still was unhappy because it was my feeling that a finance

inspector is not qualified to have an opinion of his own on

the contents of our acquisitions.

Once I intentionally cheated a finance inspector. We had

asked for a manuscript on approval from a London book

dealer, probably Maggs with whom we used to work, and

brought it into the country with a form used for temporary

entries. We looked carefully at the book, decided to buy it,

and forgot about the form. A couple of years later the inspec-

tor enquired whether we had returned the book or still had

it. Ifwe still had it, we had to pay x percent of custom duties.

I always resented paying such duties on works of art with

which we enriched the national patrimonium. A staff mem-
ber and I read carefully the form in which our fine, illumi-

nated, fifteenth-century manuscript was described as "an old

book in paper weighing one kilo and a half." We looked at

one another and thought of the same things. After a few min-

utes he came back with a worthless old book weighing three

pounds, which he would take next morning to London. Since

he did not like London, he decided not to stay overnight, and

he had arranged to take the first plane in the morning in

order to be able to come back the same day. Early in the

morning he was at the airport, and at the customs he refused

to pass without a stamp on his form proving that he had ex-

ported the described item. There was no customs officer avail-
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able at the departure hall, and he was advised to look for one

at the arrival hall. There he found a sleepy one, who did not

understand what it was all about but who stamped the form.

When my distinguished staff member wanted to proceed to

the aircraft, the customs official did not let him pass but said

that this was the exit and that he had to go back to the en-

trance hall. So he did, and just before he was going to pass

the gate it suddenly occurred to him that there was no longer

any reason to visit London. He took a bus back to the centre

of town, and he went immediately to the Library, eagerly

waiting for me and the others to tell his story.

The real weakness of my position was that I generally did

not have the money to buy the books which tempted my
curators or sometimes myself. I have made several public

statements, and I have written often about the difference be-

tween private and public buying. I have always been very

keen on this point, and all responsible staff members shared

my opinion. To trace a valid borderline is not an easy task.

On both sides confusing issues may blur the ultimate out-

come. Above I have already referred to the Solvay collection.

One ofmy outstanding curators, an authority on Renaissance

bookbindings, insisted continuously that we should buy mod-

ern French "livres de peintres," these books which have been

described by a British critic as "non-books." I resisted persis-

tently, using the argument that these are the types of books

which should be given to us. Thanks to Mrs. Solvay, I was

right, and we have them all now: Picasso, Braque, Dunoyer

de Segonzac, Matisse, Dali, etc., even among them Poe's Raven

illustrated by Manet and Renard's Histoires Naturelles with the

Toulouse-Lautrec lithographs.

Some time ago I mentioned to the same curator that I was

collecting notes on my major acquisitions, and with a smile

he told me, "Don't forget the one which was bought without

your knowledge, although you have every reason to be proud
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of it." I looked rather puzzled at him and wondered if his

paradoxical statement was not one of his mild attacks on me
when we were in disagreement. But what he added was so

complimentary that I cannot resist the pleasure of telling the

whole story. In 1970, when I was travelling abroad, he re-

ceived a telephone call from the Dutch book dealer Menno
Herzberger, who is called by his colleagues the father of the

International League of Antiquarian Booksellers, a real con-

noisseur of rare books, and a shrewd businessman. He offered

for sale a bound volume in which were gathered five manu-

scripts and eleven printed opuscula, among which was a nine-

page pamphlet printed at Liege by a certain Corneille de

Delft around 1500. If seven Flemish cities could claim a typo-

graphical workshop in the fifteenth century, the oldest print-

ing house in the Walloon part of the country which could be

quoted before the discovery of Menno Herzberger was that

of Henri Rochefort who printed a tiny booklet at Liege, as

late as 1 556. Consequently, Herzberger's offer was a capital

one. Capital for sure, but expensive too. He wanted one mil-

lion Belgian francs. My good curator did not hesitate for one

second and answered, "Send me the book at once, and if it

is all right the Library will buy it at the quoted price." And
it did, while I was still away, with a very clever explanation.

"Actually," he told me sometime later, "we owe this major

acquisition to you because I would never have engaged the

Library in such an important commitment if I hadn't been

convinced from the outset that I acted in full accordance with

your own views in such matters." How right he was! Time

passing, I am even tempted to say that it was a bargain. Be-

sides the opusculum which allowed us to gain half a century

in the introduction of typography at Liege (for those familiar

with local politics an achievement far beyond bibliographical

niceties) , the volume contained nine incunabula, one ofwhich,

printed at Cologne by the Augustinus Printer was completely

unknown.
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Another aspect of the borderline between private and pub-

lic collecting is a balanced cooperation between the two par-

ties. I have been lucky in this way. Among different out-

standing private book collectors I would quote Robert de

Belder from Antwerp who had brought together an excep-

tionally good botanical library over a rather limited number
of years. When he went to London for book auctions we often

agreed on specific lots where I gave my upper limit and which

he or his dealer would try to buy for the Library, but which

he would buy for himself if the bid had to be higher. It some-

times happened that he even left the book with us when it

was knocked down at a higher price than the one upon which

we had agreed. It was of course easy to come to a basic agree-

ment, a connivance as the French would say, because bo-

tanical literature is a congenial field. The Royal Library in

Brussels had been fortunate at the time of its official founding

in 1837 to acquire the library of Charles van Hulthem, the

owner being as fond of books as of plants. The botanical items

in this library were numerous and of high quality, and his

interest in botany matched his appetite for books. A rose had

been called after him and Robert de Belder went to Uzbekis-

tan to find a rare specimen. With such leanings it is easy to

respect any borderline or to ignore it when it is more con-

venient.

Belgium is the cradle of the first book printed in the Eng-

lish language and the first one in French too, both by Caxton

at Bruges probably in 1474 and 1475. About the first one

everyone agrees on the priority; about the second one dis-

cordant points of view exist. This is quite normal since it is

difficult to admit, at least for a large number of people, that

the first book in the language of Villon could have been

printed outside of France. This is, however, an unimportant

detail in my story. I would never be in a position to buy a

Gutenberg Bible, which is still conspicuously missing in the
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national book collections, although my old friend Kraus had

one for sale. (While recording this fact I learned that he sold

it to the city where it was printed more than five hundred

years ago.) So, without a Gutenburg Bible, I decided to try

to buy a Bruges Caxton, of which none was on the shelves of

the Library. Once again, H. P. Kraus had a copy of the

Recuyell of the historyes of Troye, Caxton's first book printed at

Bruges. Since we could not afford it, I finally was able to buy

a copy of Caxton's second Bruges book, The Game and Play

of the Chess, which actually was a duplicate of the copy at the

J. P. Morgan Library in New York, which had been put up

for sale by the latter at Sotheby's. The price was incredibly

high, and I did not have the slightest idea how I would bring

the required amount ofmoney together. Finally a friend, who
was the director of a public bank, granted me a loan without

interest, and the book was ours. It was my firm belief at the

time and it still is today that the national library of the

country, which introduced typography in English to the wide

world, needed to own a good old Caxton. And one is not

enough.

Since the Bruges Caxton was the most expensive book

which the Library had bought up till then, I could as well

stop my purchasing story here. I can, however, not resist the

temptation to recall the story of the acquisition of a complete

set of the Kelmscott Press publications. At the time I was

jealous of the Royal Library in The Hague, which had not

only a complete set, but even a specially designed cupboard in

which to keep it. When the secretary ofthe William Morris Soci-

ety in London asked me ifthe Library would be willing to house

a commemorative William Morris exhibition, I did not hesi-

tate for one minute to accept this proposal. At the time, I

did not yet have the slightest idea that one day the Library

would acquire the Henry van de Velde archives, but I had

already published my first article, "William Morris in Flan-
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ders," to which Henry van de Velde was central. Thanks to

the secretary of the William Morris Society, the Library was

able in 1958 to buy from Quaritch, with whom we were not

accustomed to deal, a complete Kelmscott Press set at a most

reasonable price. For many years the secretary and I kept

our correspondence alive, and William Morris introduced

also to the Library an interest in private presses which is

shared by a number of staff members.

As a rule the Library could only afford to buy "Belgian"

books, either in Belgium, or, mostly, abroad. When we pub-

lished our first catalogue of major acquisitions in 1969, I de-

cided to mention for each entry the name of the dealer from

whom we bought it. This was a rather revolutionary decision

according to my own opinion because the vast majority of

our acquisitions were purchased abroad, and I expected that

the local book dealers would protest. There was not the slight-

est reaction, and I was disappointed.

As an exception to the rule of "Belgian" books, I would

mention the acquisition of foreign books which were owned

by Belgian collectors and which turned up for sale. One such

example was the Horloge de Sapience to which I referred

already earlier. Another one is the purchase of a collection

ofone thousandJapanese books ofthe seventeenth, eighteenth,

and nineteenth centuries. A physician, a professor at the Uni-

versity of Liege, had assembled during a lifetime this collec-

tion which proved his deep connoisseurship of Japanese lit-

erature. His heirs and I knew nothing about the subject,

except that we shared an equal delight in the many woodcuts

of the collection. A distinguished biologist of the University

of Liege had brought us together, not because of his biological

interest but he was also an outstanding art critic and was

very much interested in Japanese prints. We agreed that each

of us would look for an expert to estimate the value of the col-

lection. Since at the time I went rather regularly to the Brit-
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ish Museum, I asked the director, Sir Frank Francis, if he

had a staff member who was an expert on printed Japanese

books. Of course he had an outstanding one, Kenneth Gard-

ner, and through his good offices we were able to come easily

to an agreement with the owner and to buy the collection.

This smooth transaction left me with three unrelated recol-

lections: the biologist getting a few prints out of the deal; a

staff member of the Royal Museum of Art and History at

Brussels, being the only person in Belgium able to catalogue

the collection and still working on it after many years; Ken-

neth Gardner, a delightful man, being for a short time Frank

Francis' successor in the British Museum, but apparently old

Japanese books befitted him better than modern British bu-

reaucracy, and he resigned his post and went back to his

beloved books.

This is no way to end the pages on purchases. Fortunately

there is no way to end adequately this ongoing process. So

rather arbitrarily I shall pick a last acquisition which will

allow me to illustrate one more unexpected aspect of public

book buying. Since the Library acquired, immediately after

the French Revolution as a result of the secularization of

religious properties, the autograph manuscript of Thomas a

Kempis' Imitatio, the most read book after the Bible, which

came from the Museum Bollandium in Antwerp, it had been

collecting systematically the different editions of this classic

of religious literature. This was of course an ambitious pro-

gramme since more than three thousand editions and over

seven hundred manuscripts have been recorded. A unique

opportunity to expand its holdings presented itself in 1 961

when a Liege book dealer offered in the catalogue of an auc-

tion the well-known Ancion collection of 762 Kempisiana.

The curator of manuscripts told the dealer that we were in-

terested in the whole collection, and the latter decided to

apply a rather unusual technique to his auction. At the open-
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ing he announced that, at the end of the sale, he would ag-

gregate all the lots,faire la masse, as he said. All the dealers in

the room left as one man, and we bought shamefully the

whole set for a ridiculously low price. It brought our Thomas
a Kempis' collection to about fifty manuscripts, twenty-five

incunabula, and just short of a thousand later editions. A nice

way to end this story would be to note that to compensate for the

rather forced transfer ofthe religious collections to the national

public collection after the French Revolution, the board of

trustees of the Royal Library had from the very beginning

always a Bollandist as a member. He was always an inter-

nationally esteemed expert on medieval manuscripts. The
one I knew best was Father M. Coens who wras familiar with

all dead languages and who wrote simple poetry in his mother

tongue, Dutch. He was the sweetest man one could imagine,

and I, who liked him very much, was not exactly sweet when
I asked him, from time to time, "Which volume of the Acta

Sanctorum was put on the Index?" His soft answer was each

time: "You know very well which one."

The president of the Societe des Bibliophiles et Iconophiles

de Belgique was instrumental in setting up a society of friends

of the Royal Library. He wanted to start immediately with

the organization after we met for the first time, but I favoured

temporizing in order to wait for the dedication of the new
building before starting a drive for members. Before the new
society was on its way he had died, and its first president was

one of his oldest friends, Achilles van Acker from Bruges, a

distinguished but unconventional Belgian statesman. Before

he entered politics he was a modest book dealer in his home-

town. After half a century of public life—he was soon to be-

come prime minister after World War II and he ended his

career as speaker of the House—his interest in books was still

great. He not only collected them, but he read them. He was

not in the French sense of the word a bibliophile, because
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most of his books were not expensive. He confined his interest

to local folklore and popular literature. "Popular" is the best

word to characterize his strange personality. He spoke a lan-

guage of his own, and he had difficulty in pronouncing the

sound "ch," which led to an unending number of jokes. I

always suspected him of having invented some himself. To
the American officers who liberated the country at the end of

the war and who had to deal with him on basic issues such as

food supply, he was an impenetrable sphinx, notwithstanding

his openmindedness. He used this position as a stronghold to

the benefit of the population as a whole. How often did he

tell me the story of the American general who wanted to or-

ganize the coal supply of the country. Achilles van Acker

answered all his arguments with the simple words "It is im-

possible." When at the end the general insisted on knowing

why everything was impossible, he showed the full measure of

his impregnability in his reply, "It is impossible because it is

impossible." He rose, looked in the eyes of the general, shook

hands warmly with him and said, "We understand each other,

don't we?" He had it his way, and it was the right way because

our houses were heated again.

Under his presidency, the Friends of the Library developed

well, and year after year they added important documents to

the collections of the Library. Most of them have been draw-

ings, among others by Jacob Jordaens, but also an extremely

rare and important Plantin binding, and even a Japanese

dahrani. The society often distributed among its members a

reproduction of the original which was offered to the Library,

one of the most pleasant being a fifteenth-century drawing,

preparatory to a tapestry, of the Chemin de paradis by Jean

Germain. Friends are undoubtedly an important link for a

public institution with the society at large it tries to serve.

These links are successful when they are considered from both

sides as a privilege.
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Achilles over the Body of Hector by Jacob Jordaens.

A last gift which I want to mention is the coin collection

discovered at Liberchies, a small Roman settlement about

twenty-five miles south of Brussels. It allows me to recall that

the national coin collection belongs to the national librarv,

which is rather unusual, and to tell a beautiful story. The
treasure was discovered by an amateur who had been digging

at the place for nearly twenty years. All the usual details

should follow now: immense excitement, lack of confidence

in other people, dedication to numismatics, etc. . . . Finally,

through the good offices of a friend, the National Bank de-

cided to buy the find and to offer it to the Royal Library.

A gift from one public institution to another public institu-

tion can only happen in a broad-minded country, or. to put
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Front cover of Plantin binding on Olivier de la Marche's

El cavallero determinado (1553).



it more modestly, in the broad-minded representatives of

public institutions. In the meanwhile the Coin Room of the

Library is proud to have the largest single find, except for that

in Naples, of368 gold items ofuninterrupted Roman emperors

of the first and second centuries (63-166). Among them is

an elsewhere unrecorded Vespasian-De Ludaeis coin.

Although I announced already a couple of times the last

gift, I cannot omit John Slocum's copy ofJustus Lipsius' De
Constantia, which he gave to the Library upon my departure

as a symbol of our long-standing friendship. John and I met

first in Brussels where he was responsible for the public rela-

tions of the American pavilion at the World's Fair in 1958.

I always wondered how he took care of his job, because he

was all the time at the Royal Library. His own book col-

lection, mainly Flemish sixteenth-century books, was packed

in the cellar of the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington,

where some years later he was going to become president of

the Society of Friends. I stayed with John and Eileen in Cairo

in 1962, where he was with U.S.I.S. and I had a Unesco

assignment. I brought many Egyptian visitors to his house,

about which he was extremely happy because they were often

reluctant to accept American invitations. My international

status apparently helped a lot. In Cairo his interest in coins

began to overtake the one he had in books and there also

started his passion for Armenian culture, on which he is an

authority now. Most of the time we met in Washington or

Newport, and we visited many private libraries. Although a

Harvard alumnus, he has given his James Joyce collection

to Yale, because the latter would not restrict its use to scholars

belonging to its own community. This is a type of decision

for which I always had a weak spot in my heart.

I started these recollections with the story of the Llangat-

tock Hours for which I went to see the principal private sec-

retary to the King in order to obtain a special grant to buy
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this outstanding manuscript. For the reason which I explained

earlier, the Library did not acquire the book. Now I am
going to close the circle, as we say in French. Another com-

pletely unknown Flemish manuscript, the Spinola Hours, was

offered for sale at Sotheby's in June 1976. It was much later

than the Llangattock Hours, 1510, and a product of the

Ghent-Bruges school. The new curator of manuscripts was

the one to be excited now, more so since his doctoral disser-

tation had been devoted to the last Flemish school of manu-
script illustration. If the first one looked towards the van

Eyck brothers, the second one compared the new discovery

to the renowned Grimani Hours. When the Spinola Hours

came up for sale I was no longer at the Library, and my suc-

cessor came to see me at the Royal Palace. The whole story

of the Llangattock Hours came back to my mind, and I

promised to help. It really did not take too much time and

effort to find ways and means to be able to bid up to $500,000,

a staggering figure for such a late book of hours. It was

knocked down at $750,000. The Library missed it, and it was

bought by H. P. Kraus, who has been both my benediction

and my curse during the years I was able to buy books for

the national collections. At the time I vaguely remembered

what H. P. Kraus had said when he presented his horse book

collection to Yale University: "One of my ideals is to bring

the right book to the right place. . .
." In all fairness I should

add that we were not even the underbidders.

This paper was written and I had left the book trade already

for some time, when H. P. Kraus and I met again, indirectly

and professionally. He and I were interested in the same book

which came up at auction in London. Through a Belgian

book dealer, who was on friendly terms with both of us, I

asked him not to bid and leave the book to my backer. Though
he was shocked at my proposal, he accepted, and I remain

grateful to him for his withdrawal.
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Again, this paper was written before H. P. Kraus published

his autobiography, A Rare Book Saga. It contains his version

of the purchase of the Llangattock Hours. It is curious to

discover how differently we remember the same events.

I guess the best way to conclude is to remain with H. P.

Kraus. When I had finished reading the inscribed copy of his

Rare Book Saga, which he gave me the very day of its publica-

tion, I wrote him a nice letter and I would like to end by

quoting one sentence from this letter: "Another difference

between you and me is that you start with Emperor Franz

Josef from Austria while I finish with King Baudouin of the

Belgians. Emperors are more important than kings, most of

the time. . .
." Thank you.
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